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The intensity of the CH stretching overtone spectra of liquidcis-dichloroethylene is known to be greater than
that of the trans isomer, even though the transition energies are almost the same. To obtain theoretical insight
on this feature, we performed a vibrational calculation under the local mode model, which is preferred for
describing vibration of light-heavy bonds, using the grid method and the potential energy surface (PES) and
the dipole moment function (DMF) calculated by hybrid density functional theory method. It was determined
that the DMF, in the direction perpendicular to the CC bond, was significantly distorted from linearity as a
function of the CH bond length. This distortion, which is regarded as the electric anharmonicity, was greater
for the cis isomer, thus giving a stronger overtone absorption intensity for this isomer. In addition, the numerical
accuracy in representing the PES and DMF was discussed for the overtone vibrational calculation.

1. Introduction

For the calculation of the intensities of vibrational transitions,
both the vibrational wave function and the dipole moment
function (DMF) are essential issues. For the fundamental
transitions, the intensities are readily derived from the ab initio
potential energy surface (PES) and the ab initio DMF under
the harmonic approximation using normal coordinates.

In treating stretching overtone vibration of molecules with
XH bonds, where X) C,O and so on, the local mode model,
in which the vibrational wave function is described as a product
of anharmonic oscillators using internal coordinates, has shown
great success.1-4 Kjaergaard et al. have used the harmonic
coupled anharmonic oscillator (HCAO) model to predict the
transition energies and the intensities of several simple molecules
such as H2O, H2O2, NH3, and CH2O.5,6 In their calculation, the
parameters of their vibrational wave function, a product of
Morse oscillators, were determined from the fit to the observed
peak positions, while the intensities were calculated from the
DMF obtained by fitting the calculated ab initio dipole moment
derivatives around the equilibrium structure to a series of
expansions in the displacement coordinates. Recently, they
calculated the CH overtone spectra of naphthalene, anthracene,
and their cations by using Morse parameters obtained from ab
initio calculation.7 However, overtone vibration calculations
using both PES and DMF determined from ab initio calculations
are still very rare.

Upon examining the vibrational spectra of several representa-
tive liquid hydrocarbons with various kinds of CH oscillators,
Burberry et al. suggested a “universal intensity concept”: for a
given CH stretching overtone transition, a single absorption cross
section per CH oscillator, regardless of type, could account for
the observed spectral intensity at quantum levelsV ) 3, 4, 5,
and 6.8 However, overtone spectra of liquidcis- and trans-
dichloroethylene measured by use of a photon-counting absor-
bance spectrophotometer9,10 by Okada, Yamamoto, and Tsub-
omura showed results in contradiction to this concept.11 The

integrated intensities of the cis isomer were greater than those
of the trans isomer by a factor of 1.5-2.0.

The present work is intended to obtain further insight on this
curious experimental result. It is expected that a simple local
mode model, in which the XH vibration is described by a single
anharmonic oscillator, would be sufficient for the calculation
of the CH vibration in 1,2-dichloroethylene. This is because
the two CH bonds with high stretching frequency are on
different atoms; thus, the effect of the coupling between these
two CH bonds and with other parts of the molecule can be very
small. Because the integrated intensities of overtones are very
sensitive to the vibrational wave function and the DMF, to fully
incorporate the ab initio results, we obtained the one-dimensional
vibrational states by numerically solving the Schro¨dinger
equation. Vibrational calculation using the grid method was
performed on the PES and DMF calculated by the ab initio
method. Because past calculations on this feature showed the
need of electron correlation,12 we used the hybrid density
functional theory (DFT) method. It has already been reported
that the hybrid functionals produce results as good as the MP2
method for fundamental frequencies.13 In this way, this can be
a test on the applicability of the hybrid functionals at elongated
bond lengths.

Moreover, we must consider the fact that the experimental
results are for the liquid phase. The Onsager model14 has been
used to incorporate solvation effects into ab initio calculation15-17

in the form of the self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) method.
Further modifications to this theory have been used for the
accurate calculation of the fundamental frequency and intensity
for dilute solutions.18 We investigated the applicability of the
SCRF method for calculating the overtone intensities of pure
liquid.

In recent atmospheric studies, the absorption of overtone
bands of OH stretching modes is being investigated with great
interest.19-21 For example, overtone absorption by water clusters
is thought to account for the difference between the observed
and the modeled absorption of sun light by the atmosphere.
However, obtaining the experimental absorption intensity for
each cluster, for example, dimer, trimer and so on, is difficult.
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Furthermore, one of the sources of atmospheric radicals in low-
light conditions has been reported to be overtone-initiated
photodissociation processes.21 Thus, the knowledge of accurate
absorption intensities on these transitions is key to accessing
the significance of these processes in the atmosphere. With the
intent to apply the present vibrational calculation method to
those problems in our future study, the numerical efficiency
and accuracy of the grid method were examined. Because
several recent theoretical calculations on overtone intensities
have used PES and DMF obtained by fitting ab initio data onto
analytical functions,7,22,23we examined particularly the sensitiv-
ity of the vibrational calculation results on the incorporation
method of the ab initio data.

2. Theory and Computational Method

2.1. Simple Local Mode Model. Under the local mode
model, the CH stretching part of the vibrational wave function
of 1,2-dichloroethylene is written as a product of two one-
dimensional wave functions, namely,

wherer1 andr2 are the CH bond length coordinates, andi and
j stand for the quantum numbers. Because these product wave
functions in local mode do not reflect the molecular symmetry,
it should be symmetry-adapted.24 Consideringcis-dichloroeth-
ylene (C2V), for example, the following symmetry adapted linear
combination would be expected fori * j

and for i ) j

As for trans-dichloroethylene (C2h), the labeling of the repre-
sentation in the above wave functions should be changed as
follows: A1 f Ag, B1 f Bu.

The coordinates are taken so that they belong to symmetry
species of the molecule, as seen in Figure 1. Considering the

cis isomer, once again, thex andy components of the dipole
moment function have the following symmetry property:

TheV quantum excited states from the zero-point vibration state
(Ψ0(r1,r2) ) ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2)), expected to account for the overtone
intensity, are

and

Thereby, the transition moment betweenΨ0 andΨV
B1 is

In the second integration, the bond coordinates are exchanged

thus yielding

where

In the present calculation, as usual, we assume the following
equation:

namely, the expectation value of the second CH bond distance
r2 in the ground vibrational state is equal to the one at the
potential minimum. Therefore, the two-dimensional integration
of the transition moment becomes a one-dimensional integration
of

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of (a)cis- and (b)trans-dichloroethylene
and the atom labeling used in this paper. Thex coordinate was taken
along the CC bond, while they coordinate was taken perpendicular to
the CC bond. The origin was taken at the center of the CC bond. The
variation of the bond distance was considered to be on the CAHA bond.

ψi(r1)ψj(r2) or ψj(r1)ψi(r2) (1)

ΨA1(r1,r2) ) 1

x2
{ψi(r1)ψj(r2) + ψj(r1)ψi(r2)} (2)

ΨB1(r1,r2) ) 1

x2
{ψi(r1)ψj(r2) - ψj(r1)ψi(r2)} (3)

ΨA1(r1,r2) ) ψi(r1)ψi(r2). (4)

µx(r1,r2) ) -µx(r2,r1) (B1) (5)

µy(r1,r2) ) µy(r2,r1) (A1) (6)

ΨV
A1(r1,r2) ) 1

x2
{ψV(r1)ψ0(r2) + ψ0(r1)ψV(r2)} (7)

ΨV
B1(r1,r2) ) 1

x2
{ψV(r1)ψ0(r2) - ψ0(r1)ψV(r2)} (8)

〈Ψ0|µ̂x|ΨV
B1〉 ) 1

x2
∫∫ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2)µx(r1,r2)[ψV(r1)ψ0(r2)

- ψ0(r1)ψV(r2)] dr1 dr2 (9)

) 1

x2
[∫∫ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2)µx(r1,r2)ψV(r1)ψ0(r2) dr1 dr2

- ∫∫ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2)µx(r1,r2)ψ0(r1)ψV(r2) dr1 dr2] (10)

∫∫ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2)µx(r1,r2)ψ0(r1)ψV(r2) dr1 dr2

) ∫∫ψ0(r2)ψ0(r1)µx(r2,r1)ψ0(r2)ψV(r1) dr2 dr1

) ∫∫ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2)[-µx(r1,r2)]ψV(r1)ψ0(r2) dr1 dr2 (11)

〈Ψ0|µ̂x|ψV
B1〉 ) 1

x2
× 2∫∫ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2)µx(r1,r2) ×

ψV(r1)ψ0(r2) dr1 dr2

) x2∫ψ0(r1)µ′x(r1)ψV(r1) dr1 (12)

µ′x(r1) ) ∫ψ0(r2)µx(r1,r2)ψ0(r2) dr2 (13)

µ′x(r1) ≡ µx(r1,r2eq) (14)

〈Ψ0|µ̂x|ΨV
B1〉 ) x2∫ψ0(r1)µx(r1,r2eq)ψV(r1) dr1 (15)
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In the same way, we have

As for the trans isomer (C2h), the x and y components of the
DMF have the following symmetry property:

Thereby, the transition moment betweenΨ0 andΨV
Ag is zero,

and the transition moment betweenΨ0 and ΨV
Bu has two

components:

In summary, the transition moment is obtained from the ab initio
DMF calculated by varying one CH bond distance while keeping
the other at the equilibrium length.

Because theΨV
A1 andΨV

B1 states for the cis isomer are almost
degenerate and cannot be distinguished experimentally, we
calculated the sum of the integrated absorption coefficient
(km mol-1) for both states, given by

whereε(ν̃) is the molar extinction coefficient,ν̃0V is the transition
energy in cm-1 and |µ0V|2 is the sum of the squared transition
moment of thex and y component in debye2 units. From the
discussion above, for both cis and trans isomers, we deduce
the following equation using the simple local mode model.

One would notice that the factor of 2 in front corresponds to
the fact that the total absorbance would become twice the
absorption of one CH bond. The values of the integrated
absorption coefficient,A, which is given using the units km
mol-1 throughout this paper, can be converted to the units cm
molecule-1 and to dimensionless oscillator strengths by 1.66
× 10-19 cm molecule-1 mol km-1 × A and 1.87× 10-7 mol
km-1 × A, respectively.

2.2. Grid Method for Vibrational Calculation. All of the
following vibration calculations were performed using the grid
variational method,25-27 in which the wave function is treated
as a discrete sum,

whereri ) rmin + (i-1)∆r. In the present calculation, we used
req - 0.94 bohr forrmin and 0.01 bohr for the separation between
each grid point,∆r. In total, 246 grid points were taken between
the range ofreq - 0.94 bohr(req - 0.5 Å) to req + 1.51 bohr(req

+ 0.8 Å). We consider the Schro¨dinger equation for one-
dimensional molecular vibration

wheremandV(r) are the reduced mass and the potential function
(PES), respectively. The matrix element of the kinetic energy
operator has a banded form and is calculated by the finite
difference approximation.25-27 From the fifth-order finite dif-
ference approximation, the second derivative of|ri〉 is given as

The potential energy matrix is a diagonal matrix, where the
matrix element is the potential energy at each grid point. These
values are obtained by sixth-order divided difference interpola-
tion28,29 of the 16 ab initio single-point calculation results
described in section 2.4. This was done by the “Interpolation-
[data]” function built in theMathematicaprogram. Following
the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix, the eigenvector
elements of theV-th state,ψV(ri), are used to calculate the one-
dimensional transition moment in eq 22. The DMF matrix
becomes a diagonal matrix, just like the PES matrix above. Thus,

Once again the values at each grid point are obtained from the
interpolation of the 16 ab initio single-point results. All of the
vibrational calculations were done on theMathematicaprogram.

2.3. Self-Consistent Reaction Field Method.In this model,
the solute is placed in a cavity, which is immersed in a
continuous medium with a dielectric constantε. In the present
calculation, we will take a sphere with a radius ofa as the cavity.
The dipole moment of the solute will give an induced dipole in
the medium, and the electric field applied to the solute by the
solvent, the reaction field, will in turn interact with the dipole
of the solute, and lead to net stabilization. In the ab initio theory,
this solvent effect is taken in as an external field. With the use
of the Onsager model,14 the reaction field is written as

This is included into the ab initio calculation by adding a term
to the original Fock matrix,Fij

0,15

and is calculated until self-consistency is reached. One should
note that if the molecule in the cavity has a dipole moment of
zero, the reaction field would be zero. To perform this
calculation two parameters,a andε, must be prepared.

2.4. Ab Initio Calculation. All of the ab initio calculations
were performed on the Gaussian 9830 program. Throughout this
paper, bond lengths are given in angstroms, bond angles in
degrees, and dipole moments in debye. Calculations on 1,2-
dichloroethylene were performed by the B3PW9131,32 and the
B3LYP functionals31,33 using the aug-cc-pVTZ34-36 basis set

〈Ψ0|µ̂y|ΨV
A1〉 ) x2∫ψ0(r1)µy(r1,r2eq)ψV(r1) dr1 (16)

µx(r1,r2) ) -µx(r2,r1) (Bu) (17)

µy(r1,r2) ) -µy(r2,r1) (Bu) (18)

〈Ψ0|µ̂x|ΨV
Bu〉 ) x2∫ψ0(r1)µx(r1,r2eq)ψV(r1) dr1 (19)

〈Ψ0|µ̂y|ΨV
Bu〉 ) x2∫ψ0(r1)µy(r1,r2eq)ψV(r1) dr1 (20)

A ) ln 10∫ε(ν̃) dν̃ )
8NAπ3

300 000hc
|µ0V|2ν̃0V )

2.506 639 488|µ0V|2ν̃0V (21)

A ) 2.506 639 488× 2 ×
{[∫ψ0(r1)µx(r1,r2eq)ψV(r1) dr1]

2 +

[∫ψ0(r1)µy(r1,r2eq)ψV(r1) dr1]
2} × ν̃0V (22)

|ψV〉 ) ∑
i)1

grid

ψV(ri)|ri〉 (23)

HψV(r) ) [- p2

2m
d2

dr2
+ V(r)]ψV(r) ) EVψV(r) (24)

d2

dr2
|ri〉 ) 1

∆r2[-5269
1800

|ri〉 + 5
3
|ri(1〉 + -5

21
|ri(2〉 + 5

126
|ri(3〉 +

-5
1008

|ri(4〉 + 1
3150

|ri(5〉] (25)

〈ψ0|µ̂|ψV〉 ) ∑
i

grid

ψ0(ri)‚µ(ri)‚ψV(ri) (26)

2(ε - 1)
2ε + 1

µ
a3

(27)

Fij ) Fij
0 -

2(ε - 1)
2ε + 1

µ
a3

〈i|µ̂|j〉 (28)
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built in the program. It was found that the vibration calculations
using smaller basis sets, such as 4-31G**37,38 and 6-311G,39,40

with B3PW91 functional gave almost the same results for the
excitation energy but not for the absorption intensity. The
optimization was done using the OPT)VTIGHT keyword, while
the cavity radius used for the Onsager model calculation
(SCRF)DIPOLE keyword) was obtained by using the
VOLUME keyword at the optimized geometry. The SCRF
method calculations were done using only the B3PW91
functional. For the cavity radii, we used the calculated values
of 3.74 for cis isomer and 3.64 for trans isomer. As for the
dielectric constant, the experimental values of 9.2041 and 2.1441

were used for cis and trans isomers, respectively. The values
used for calculating the PES and DMF were obtained by
performing single-point calculations for every 0.1 CH bond
length, between the regionsreq - 0.5 to req + 0.8 and adding
two points,req - 0.05 andreq + 0.05 around the equilibrium
region. Later, we will see that this region is wide enough for
the calculation of overtone vibration spectra.

3. Results and Discussions

For the following discussion, we will mainly use the results
of the B3PW91 calculation and report the B3LYP results simply
in tables. The simple ab initio calculation will be referred to as
the gas-phase calculation, while the SCRF calculations will be
referred to as the liquid-phase calculation.

3.1. Optimized Geometry.We first discuss the optimized
structures of the two isomers. As shown in Table 1, we see
good agreement with the experimental values.42-44 Another
feature to test the accuracy of the ab initio calculation is the
so-called “cis effect”,45,46the effect where the cis isomer is more
stable than the trans isomer for dihaloethylenes. By studying
the equilibrium constant over a temperature range and correcting
for the rotational and vibrational energies, Craig et al. obtained
a value of 0.72 kcal mol-1 for the difference between the minima
of the potential energy surface of the two 1,2-dichloroethylene
isomers.45 The calculated energy difference was 0.35 kcal mol-1

in favor of cis using the B3PW91 functional and 0.22 kcal mol-1

for the B3LYP. Another criterion for accuracy is the dipole
moment of the cis isomer, which was calculated to be 1.85
(B3PW91) and 1.88 (B3LYP), while the experimental value is
1.9.41 Therefore, one can say that the gas-phase ab initio

calculation, at least at the equilibrium structure, is accurate. The
proper description of the dipole moment is essential not only
for the intensity of the overtone spectra but also for an accurate
SCRF calculation, because it is directly incorporated into the
calculation of the reaction field.

Upon the optimization of the cis isomer with the SCRF
method, we saw a 0.3 D increase in the dipole moment, namely,
to 2.11 D, but as seen in Table 1, there was no significant change
in the geometry. This is in accord with past calculations using
this method.15-17 Because of the dielectric continuum, the
chlorine atom was stabilized with a more negative charge, while
the opposite occurred for the hydrogen atom, as can be seen in
Table 2. This led to the larger dipole moment.

3.2. Vibrational Calculation. The ab initio PES and DMF
used for the vibrational calculation are given in Figures 2 and
3, respectively. Because all of the vibration calculation results
were very similar for both phases and both functionals, we will
only show the results of the gas-phase calculation using
B3PW91. In Figure 4, we show the calculated vibrational wave
function along with the PES of the gas-phase calculation using
the B3PW91 functional. Here, we can see that the range used
in the present calculation,req - 0.5 to req + 0.8, was wide

TABLE 1: Calculated and Experimental Geometry of
1,2-Dichloroethylene

Cis Isomer

calcd exptl

B3PW91 gas B3PW91 liq B3LYP gas EDa MWb

CH, Å 1.081 1.081 1.079 1.096 1.100
CCl, Å 1.716 1.717 1.728 1.717 1.717
CC, Å 1.325 1.324 1.324 1.337 1.319
∠CCH, deg 120.4 120.5 120.6 120.3 123.2
∠CCCl, deg 125.1 125.0 125.3 124.0 124.2

Trans Isomer

calcd exptl

B3PW91 gas B3LYP gas EDa IRc

CH, Å 1.080 1.078 1.092 1.078
CCl, Å 1.725 1.738 1.725 1.740
CC, Å 1.322 1.321 1.332 1.305
∠CCH, deg 123.8 124.1 124.0 125.3
∠CCCl, deg 121.6 121.6 120.8 119.9

a Electron diffraction taken from ref 42.b Microwave spectroscopy
taken from ref 43.c Infrared spectroscopy taken from ref 44.

Figure 2. The gas-phase potential energy surface (B3PW91/aug-cc-
pVTZ) of cis- and trans-dichloroethylene. The liquid-phase potential
energy surface (B3PW91/aug-cc-pVTZ, SCRF) DIPOLE) is shifted
by adding 0.1 hartree. Markers for the cis isomer are shaded while
those for the trans isomer are open.

Figure 3. The gas-phase dipole moment function (B3PW91/aug-cc-
pVTZ), bothx andy components, given in debye. The cis isomer values
are shaded, while the trans isomer values are open. The rhombuses are
for the x component, while the squares are for they component.

TABLE 2: Mulliken Charge on the Atoms of
1,2-Dichloroethylene at Optimized Geometry

B3PW91 B3LYP

cis gas trans gas cis liq cis gas trans gas

C -0.205 -0.208 -0.200 -0.225 -0.235
H +0.365 +0.419 +0.369 +0.347 +0.405
Cl -0.160 -0.210 -0.168 -0.122 -0.171
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enough for the calculation of the wave functions up to theV )
6 state. Moreover, vibrational calculation using additional data
of req + 0.9 andreq + 1.0 and increasing the grid points toreq

+ 1.0 did not change the results.
For comparison, we use the gas-phase experimental results47,48

for the fundamental transition and the aforementioned liquid
results11 for overtones. The experimental value for the 0-3 CH
stretching overtone is not available due to the coupling with
the combination band of 0-2 CH stretching and CH bending
and CC stretching.11

The calculated results together with the experimental data
for the vibrational transition energy are shown in Table 3. One
can notice that the calculated values for each transition are nearly
identical for both the two phases and the two isomers. In both
phases, the calculated transition energies of the trans isomer
are slightly greater than the ones of the cis isomer. This is in
accord with Henry’s bond length frequency correlation,49 where
the shorter bond length of the trans isomer (Table 1) is expected
to correspond to the higher frequency CH stretching oscillator.
In comparison with experimental values, we see that for both
isomers and for every overtone state the difference is about 1%.

This can also be seen from the Birge-Sponer relationship in
cm-1:

The deviation from experimental values is on the order of 10
cm-1.

Next, we compare the integrated absorption coefficients in
Table 4. First, as for the fundamental in the gas phase, the
experimental integrated absorption coefficients of cis and trans
isomers have been reported to be 10.347 and 10.5,48 respectively.
As seen in Tables 4 and 5, the calculated intensity for both
isomers in the simple local mode model underestimates this,
and the ratio between the two isomers also shows some error.
Calculation under the normal coordinates and harmonic ap-
proximation for the DMF gave values of 16.1 and 15.7 for cis

Figure 4. The vibration wave functions along with the potential energy
curve of gas phase (a)cis- and (b)trans-dichloroethylene calculated
with the B3PW91 functional.

TABLE 3: Vibrational Transition Energy ( ν r 0) in cm-1

B3PW91 B3LYP

ν
cis
gas

trans
gas

cis
liq

trans
liq

cis
gas

trans
gas exptl

1 3 102 3 111 3 104 3 111 3 096 3 107 3 087,a 3 090b

2 6 095 6 113 6 100 6 113 6 081 6 103 6 050c

3 8 980 9 009 8 988 9 009 8 955 8 990
4 11 760 11 801 11 782 11 801 11 722 11 772 11 600c

5 14 437 14 490 14 452 14 490 14 385 14 450 14 203c

6 17 014 17 080 17 033 17 080 16 946 17 027 16 694c

a Experimental results for gas-phase cis isomer from ref 47.
b Experimental results for gas-phase trans isomer from ref 48.c Ex-
perimental results for liquid phase from ref 11.

TABLE 4: Integrated Absorption Coefficient (km/mol) of ν
r 0 Transition

Cis Isomer

B3PW91 B3LYP

ν gas liq liq/gasa gas exptl

1 7.05 10.9 1.55 6.76 10.3 (gas)b

2 1.87 2.55 1.36 2.00 1.04d

3 1.21× 10-1 1.50× 10-1 1.24 1.30× 10-1

4 7.71× 10-3 9.56× 10-3 1.24 8.58× 10-3 7.87× 10-3d

5 6.95× 10-4 8.45× 10-4 1.22 8.88× 10-4 7.71× 10-4d

6 1.03× 10-4 1.41× 10-4 1.37 1.56× 10-4 7.37× 10-5d

Trans Isomer

B3PW91 B3LYP

ν gas liq liq/gasa gas exptl

1 8.87 11.0 1.24 8.56 10.5 (gas)c

2 1.43 1.63 1.14 1.52 6.77× 10-1d

3 7.55× 10-2 8.45× 10-2 1.12 8.19× 10-2

4 4.48× 10-3 4.94× 10-3 1.10 5.13× 10-3 4.44× 10-3d

5 4.36× 10-4 5.41× 10-4 1.24 5.27× 10-4 4.12× 10-4d

6 7.34× 10-5 1.38× 10-4 1.88 6.21× 10-5 4.84× 10-5d

a Ratio between the liquid- and gas-phase calculation results.
b Experimental results for gas-phase cis isomer from ref 47.c Experi-
mental results for gas-phase trans isomer from ref 48.d Experimental
results for liquid phase from ref 11.

EV0/V ) 3153.0- 53.0V (cis calcd gas) (29)

EV0/V ) 3154.9- 52.8V (cis calcd liq) (30)

EV0/V ) 3145.4- 60.8V (cis exptl liq) (31)

EV0/V ) 3161.3- 52.6V (trans calcd gas) (32)

EV0/V ) 3161.3- 52.6V (trans calcd liq) (33)

EV0/V ) 3149.6- 61.4V (trans exptl liq). (34)
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and trans isomers, respectively. Though it overestimated the
absolute value, the ratio between the two isomers was in good
agreement with the experimental value. From this, we can
attribute the difference in the ratio to the use of local mode
coordinates, instead of the normal coordinates, for the funda-
mental transition. The ratio between the calculated and the
liquid-phase experimental11 integrated absorption coefficient for
the overtones is listed in Table 6. As seen here, for the 0-2
transition, the calculated value overestimates the intensity by a
factor of 2 for both isomers, probably because of the same reason
as for the fundamental. Though a slight deviation is seen in the
0-6 transition for the trans isomer, a good agreement is obtained
for the transitions 0-4, 0-5, and 0-6.

Next, we discuss the liquid-phase calculation. With the local
mode model, the transition energies show little deviation from
the gas-phase calculation; however, the intensity is increased
by a factor of 1.55 and 1.24 for the fundamental of the cis and
trans isomer, respectively (Table 4, column 4). This factor under
the normal mode model was 1.66 and 1.25, for cis and trans
isomer, respectively. As can be noticed, this absorption intensity
ratio between the two phases does not depend on the model of
the vibrational calculation, namely, local or normal mode model.
Thereby, the ratio is mainly due to the SCRF effect. Considering
that the reaction field acts on the molecule with dipole moment,
it is logical that the difference between the two phases is greater
for the cis isomer. Comparison with several semiclassical
formulas for the ratio of the absorption intensities in the solution
and gas phase18,50,51of the fundamental vibration suggests that
the present calculation overestimated this ratio. For example,
Hirota’s formula50 is given as

whereAs01andAg01 are the fundamental absorption intensity in
solution and gas, respectively, andn is the refractive index of
the solute. Another formula proposed by Buckingham51 is

Using the valuesn(cis) ) 1.449041 and n(trans)) 1.4454,41

we obtained the ratios of 1.29 and 1.13, respectively, using

Hirota’s formula and 1.15 and 1.01 using Buckingham’s
formula. Further SCRF calculations varying the cavity radius
revealed that increasing the cavity radius causes this calculated
intensity ratio between the two phases to decrease. From the
results of the present calculation, we can say that the SCRF
method using the cavity radius given by the VOLUME keyword
tends to overestimate the absorption intensity of the fundamental
in solution. As for the overtones, one can notice a general feature
that the ratios between the two phases are smaller than the ones
of the fundamental (Table 4, column 4). This suggests that the
overtone intensities may not be as sensitive to the phase as the
fundamental intensities, at least in the liquid and gas phases.

Finally, comparison on the cis versus trans ratio of the
integrated absorption coefficients of the overtones will be given.
Because there are uncertainties concerning the liquid-phase
calculations, as mentioned above, the gas-phase results will be
used for the following discussion. As discussed earlier, the
absorption intensity depends on both the vibrational wave
function and the DMF. From the similarities in the PES, as
shown in Figure 2, and in the eigenvalues of each vibrational
state, 0 to 6, the vibrational wave functions of the two isomers
can be regarded as nearly identical. As a proof, the calculated
overlap between the correspondingV quantum wave functions
of the two isomers was found to deviate from unity by less
than 10-4. Thereby, the difference in intensities between the
two isomers is due to the difference in the DMF. From the
examination of the transition moments, listed in Table 7, it can
be seen that the greater difference between the isomers is in
the y component. Looking at Figure 3, one can easily notice
that they component DMF for both isomers is distorted from
a linear function. By fitting the 16 ab initio single-point results
onto a polynomial of bond displacement,R (R ) r - req in
bohr), using the “Fit[data, function]” function built in the
Mathematicaprogram, we obtained the following:

Using these results and the matrix element of〈0|Rn|V〉, where
the |V〉 denotes theV-th vibrational wave function, we divided
they transition moment into each component of theCnRn term,
whereCn is the coefficient of theRn term in eqs 37 and 38.
The integrated values ofCn〈0|Rn|V〉 are listed in Table 8. It was
found that for an accurate calculation of the transition moment
of the fifth overtone, terms as high as the fifth term were
inevitable. Further investigation shows that the main contribution
for the overtone intensity is from the first three terms. As seen
in Table 8, the values,Cn〈0|Rn|V〉, of theR1 andR3 terms have
the sign opposite to the ones of theR2 term, especially forV g
3. Because the coefficientsCn for the first three terms have the
same negative sign in eqs 37 and 38, the above feature is due
to the difference in the sign of the〈0|Rn|V〉. In they transition
moment, the positive contribution of theR2 term is much greater
than the negative cancellations of theR1 andR3 terms. Because
〈0|R2|V〉 is almost identical for the two isomers with similar PES,
the absolute values of the coefficient of theR2 term,C2, should
be compared. As seen from the above equations, the cis isomer
has a greater absolute value. We conclude that the absorption

TABLE 5: Integrated Absorption Coefficient Ratio cis/trans

B3PW91 B3LYP

ν gas liq gas exptl

1 0.80 0.99 0.79 0.98 (gas)a,b

2 1.31 1.56 1.31 1.53c

3 1.60 1.78 1.59
4 1.72 1.93 1.67 1.77c

5 1.59 1.56 1.69 1.87c

6 1.40 1.02 2.50 1.52c

a Experimental results for gas-phase cis isomer from ref 47.
b Experimental results for gas-phase trans isomer from ref 48.c Ex-
perimental results for liquid phase from ref 11.

TABLE 6: Integrated Absorption Coefficient Ratio Calcd/
Exptl (liquid phase)

B3PW91 B3LYP

ν cis gas trans gas cis liq trans liq cis gas trans gas

2 1.80 2.11 2.46 2.41 1.92 2.25
4 0.98 1.01 1.21 1.11 1.09 1.16
5 0.90 1.06 1.10 1.31 1.15 1.28
6 1.39 1.52 1.90 2.86 2.11 1.28

As01

Ag01
)

(n2 + 2)(2ε + 1)

3(n2 + 2ε)
(35)

As01

Ag01
) 9n2

(n2 + 2)(2n2 + 1)[(n2 + 2)(2ε + 1)

3(n2 + 2ε) ] (36)

µy(cis) = µy(cis,req) - (4.38× 10-2)R -

(2.27× 10-1)R2 - (4.53× 10-2)R3 + (5.33× 10-3)R4 +
(2.43× 10-2)R5 - (7.16× 10-3)R6 (37)

µy(trans)= -(2.24× 10-2)R - (1.59× 10-1)R2 -

(3.82× 10-2)R3 + (1.23× 10-3)R4 +
(1.78× 10-2)R5 - (4.85× 10-3)R6 (38)
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difference between the two isomers originates from the differ-
ence in the first anharmonic term, theR2 term, of the y
component DMF.

3.3. Computational Efficiency and Accuracy.We were able
to calculate the CH stretching overtone absorption intensity of
cis- and trans-dichloroethylene with high accuracy by using a
simple local mode model in which only the motion of one
hydrogen atom was considered. This is attributed to (1) the
applicability of the local mode picture in describing light-heavy
overtone vibrations and (2) the high accuracy of the theoretical
calculation. An important, but often neglected, aspect upon
considering the accuracy of the theoretical vibrational calculation
is the proper incorporation of the ab initio results, in the shape
of PES and DMF.

For the calculation of the CH stretching overtone spectra of
naphthalene cations, Kjaergaard et al. obtained their PES in a
Morse potential form by calculating the Morse parameters using
the ab initio force constant expansion around the equilibrium
region.7 As for the DMF, they used the Taylor series expansion
using ab initio values calculated around the equilibrium bond
length. Although the accuracy of the expansion is limited to

the neighborhood of the equilibrium bond length, their success
with this method5-7 suggests that their simple approximation
may be sufficient in obtaining the general behavior of the actual
PES and DMF even in regions far from the equilibrium.
However, for an accurate high-energy vibrational calculation,
precise data on the PES and the DMF in regions far from
equilibrium are expected to be important.

In most higher-energy vibrational calculations, the ab initio
results are fitted to analytical functions and the Schro¨dinger
equation is solved variationally by the basis set expansion
method. Because a high-order polynomial tends to lead to a
fitted function that oscillates in the region between the sampling
points, it is not suitable for the description of the PES and DMF.
In the present work, we derived both the PES and DMF by
sixth-order divided difference interpolation of the 16 ab initio
single-point results. In this method, unlike fitting, where one
function is used for all regions, the interpolated function is
constructed by connecting locally defined functions at the
interval of sample points. Each locally defined function, a sixth-
order polynomial, is chosen to match the sample point values
at six points adjacent to the interval. Therefore, we are able to

TABLE 7: The Transition Moments (D) of ν r 0 Transitiona

Cis Isomer

B3PW91 gas B3PW91 gas B3PW91 liq B3LYP gas

ν x y x(lsq)b y (lsq)b x y x y

1 2.66× 10-2 1.41× 10-2 2.66× 10-2 1.43× 10-2 3.71× 10-2 5.74× 10-3 2.56× 10-2 1.47× 10-2

2 7.55× 10-3 8.09× 10-3 7.55× 10-3 8.08× 10-3 8.99× 10-3 9.26× 10-3 7.76× 10-3 8.41× 10-3

3 1.53× 10-3 1.74× 10-3 1.50× 10-3 1.73× 10-3 1.74× 10-3 1.91× 10-3 1.57× 10-3 1.82× 10-3

4 3.48× 10-4 3.75× 10-4 3.54× 10-4 3.95× 10-4 3.93× 10-4 4.12× 10-4 3.68× 10-4 3.96× 10-4

5 9.08× 10-5 1.05× 10-4 1.06× 10-4 1.20× 10-4 1.14× 10-4 1.01× 10-4 1.13× 10-4 1.09× 10-4

6 2.60× 10-5 4.16× 10-5 3.92× 10-5 4.55× 10-5 4.48× 10-5 3.58× 10-5 4.02× 10-5 4.53× 10-5

Trans Isomer

B3PW91 gas B3PW91 gas B3PW91 liq B3LYP gas

ν x y x(lsq)b y (lsq)b x y x y

1 3.27× 10-2 8.34× 10-3 3.27× 10-2 8.30× 10-3 3.62× 10-2 1.00× 10-2 3.22× 10-2 7.71× 10-3

2 7.69× 10-3 5.84× 10-3 7.72× 10-3 5.88× 10-3 8.29× 10-3 6.15× 10-3 7.93× 10-3 6.04× 10-3

3 1.40× 10-3 1.18× 10-3 1.43× 10-3 1.18× 10-3 1.50× 10-3 1.22× 10-3 1.48× 10-3 1.20× 10-3

4 2.96× 10-4 2.53× 10-4 3.22× 10-4 2.62× 10-4 3.25× 10-4 2.47× 10-4 3.24× 10-4 2.63× 10-4

5 8.44× 10-5 6.99× 10-5 9.53× 10-5 7.92× 10-5 1.04× 10-4 6.34× 10-5 8.63× 10-5 8.43× 10-5

6 3.52× 10-5 2.18× 10-5 3.52× 10-5 3.04× 10-5 4.79× 10-5 3.04× 10-5 2.56× 10-5 2.83× 10-5

a All of the transition moments, except for the columns 4 and 5, were calculated from the potential energy surface and dipole moment function
obtained by interpolation.b Calculated from the potential energy surface obtained by fitting to power series expansion of the Morse function and
from the dipole moment function obtained by fitting to a polynomial of bond displacement.

TABLE 8: Division of the y Transition Moments (D) of the Gas-Phase Calculation into Their Dependence on the Harmonic and
Anharmonic Terms of the Dipole Moment Function (Using Values Obtained by Fitting 16 ab Initio Single Point Calculations)

Cis Isomer

ν r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 sum(r1-r6)a

1 8.86× 10-3 4.75× 10-3 6.53× 10-4 -1.65× 10-5 -4.36× 10-5 4.17× 10-6 1.42× 10-2

2 -8.98× 10-4 8.67× 10-3 3.32× 10-4 -3.28× 10-5 -4.95× 10-5 9.23× 10-6 8.03× 10-3

3 -1.59× 10-4 2.17× 10-3 -3.55× 10-4 1.13× 10-5 5.98× 10-5 -8.07× 10-6 1.72× 10-3

4 -3.75× 10-5 5.97× 10-4 -1.63× 10-4 -8.22× 10-6 -1.03× 10-5 6.45× 10-6 3.84× 10-4

5 -1.07× 10-5 1.87× 10-4 -6.41× 10-5 -6.51× 10-6 6.80× 10-6 1.51× 10-7 1.13× 10-4

6 -3.55× 10-6 6.52× 10-5 -2.56× 10-5 -3.50× 10-6 9.28× 10-6 4.41× 10-7 4.23× 10-5

Trans Isomer

ν r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 sum(r1-r6)a

1 4.53× 10-3 3.31× 10-3 5.46× 10-4 -3.77× 10-6 -3.17× 10-5 2.80× 10-6 8.35× 10-3

2 -4.56× 10-4 6.07× 10-3 2.79× 10-4 -7.51× 10-6 -3.60× 10-5 6.19× 10-6 5.86× 10-3

3 -8.05× 10-5 1.51× 10-3 -2.99× 10-4 2.59× 10-6 4.35× 10-5 -5.40× 10-6 1.17× 10-3

4 -1.90× 10-5 4.14× 10-4 -1.37× 10-4 -1.91× 10-6 -7.50× 10-6 4.33× 10-6 2.53× 10-4

5 -5.42× 10-6 1.29× 10-4 -5.31× 10-5 -1.49× 10-6 5.01× 10-6 9.33× 10-8 7.44× 10-5

6 -1.79× 10-6 4.50× 10-5 -2.12× 10-5 -8.00× 10-7 6.75× 10-6 3.02× 10-7 2.82× 10-5

a Sum of the values of the six terms.
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construct a function that passes through all 16 sample points
without using a fifteenth-order polynomial, which would be
needed if constructed from the least-squares fit. These features
cause the resulting interpolated function to be smooth and
precise, as will be discussed.

In the following, we will examine the accuracy of the PES
and DMF depending on the method of data incorporation,
namely, interpolation or least-squares fit. Ideally, the PES and
DMF are expected to reproduce the ab initio results at every
bond length. Comparing the values at the 16 sample points
mentioned before and the values calculated additionally at 10
bond lengths (req ( 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.45 andreq + 0.55
and 0.65), we obtained standard deviations of 1.60× 10-5

hartree (3.51 cm-1) and 1.58× 10-5 hartree (3.47 cm-1) for
our interpolated PES of the cis and trans isomer, respectively.
Because fitting the 16 ab initio potential energy data to a sixth-
power series of Morse functionf(R) ) exp(-RR), whereR )
ωexm/(2De) ) 1.04 andR is the displacement coordinate,
gave much smoother potential functions than the fit to a sixth-
order polynomial ofR, the former will be used for the following
discussion. By using the “Fit[data, function]” function built in
the Mathematicaprogram, we obtained

and

The standard deviations compared at the 26 points, mentioned
above, were 2.18× 10-4 hartree (47.8 cm-1) and 2.30× 10-4

hartree (50.5 cm-1) for the cis and trans isomers, respectively.
As for the dipole moment, we will compare the accuracy of

our interpolated DMF and the sixth-order polynomial ofR
obtained by fitting the 16 ab initio sample point results, namely,
eqs 37 and 38, for they component and the following for thex
component:

For the cis isomer, while our interpolated DMF had standard
deviations of 2.83× 10-5 and 2.00× 10-5 D from the ab initio
values for thex andy components, respectively, the polynomial
expansion resulted in larger standard deviations of 3.32× 10-4

and 3.02× 10-4 D. For the trans isomer, the interpolated DMF,
once again, had smaller standard deviations of 5.66× 10-5 and
4.00× 10-5 D compared to 1.64× 10-4 and 3.38× 10-4 D of
the fitted polynomial for thex andy components, respectively.
The standard deviation of the interpolated function was 1 order
of magnitude smaller than that of the least-squares fitted
function. However, the accuracy of this powerful divided
difference interpolation method is limited to the range of the

sample data. Thus, we used the grid method in the vibrational
calculation and only considered the region where the ab initio
data are available.

To see the sensitivity of the final results to the choice of the
data incorporation methods, in Table 7, the transition moments
calculated by the least-squares fits, namely, the PES of eqs 39
and 40 and the DMF of eqs 37, 38, 41, and 42, are compared
with those calculated by the interpolation method. It can be seen
that the different method causes the transition moment of higher
overtones to vary significantly. For example, as seen for the
fifth overtone (V ) 6), vibrational calculation using the fitting
method, which is slightly inaccurate compared to interpolation,
may contain relative error of about 50%. As a summary, our
grid method, which employs the PES and DMF by sixth-order
divided difference interpolation of the ab initio results, utilizes
the ab initio data in an efficient and accurate manner upon
incorporating them into the vibrational calculation. This is
essential for the qualitative calculation of the intensity of higher
overtones.

4. Conclusion

We have succeeded in reproducing the transition energy and
the absorption intensity of the overtone CH stretching vibration
of cis- andtrans-dichloroethylene using the simple local mode
model and the PES and DMF obtained from ab initio calculation.
We were able to gain insight on the reason for the larger
integrated absorption coefficient for the cis isomer in 1,2-
dichloroethylene, namely, the DMF of the direction perpen-
dicular to the CC bond is distorted from linearity and its
distortion is larger in the cis isomer. As for the use of hybrid
density functional theory method on elongated bond lengths,
judging from the agreement in transition energies and absorption
intensities, it can be said that an accurate PES and DMF were
calculated. For further use of the present vibrational calculation
method, computational efficiency and accuracy in representing
the PES and DMF were discussed.
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